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Dorado-1 Operations Update
Key Points
yyThe Dorado-1 has entered the Primary Caley Sandstone reservoir target;
yyInitial Logging Whilst Drilling analysis has highlighted:
oo A primary sequence over a 94m interval;
oo Sandstone intervals consistent with pre-drill interpretation;
oo Porous and permeable reservoir;
oo Elevated gas and high resistivity suggestive of the presence of
hydrocarbons;
yyThe well will drill ahead from 3,990m currently to 4,575m to evaluate deeper
Milne and Crespin Sandstone secondary targets;
yyResults to date warrant running of wireline logs over the primary interval at
completion of drilling, and will include pressure testing and fluid sampling.
This will serve to improve understanding of:
oo Reservoir quality;
oo Net to Gross;
oo Hydrocarbon type;
oo Presence of any “nasties”/inert gases;
yyThe Caley is mapped to contain P50 gross mean volumes of 125mmbboe
(CVN – 20%), comprising 30mmbbls condensate and 545Bcf gas;
yyHowever, located updip of the Roc location and noting that Roc contained
live oil in the overlying Hove Member, there is potential for the Dorado
accumulation to lie within the oil generation window;
yySecondary deeper targets of the Milne and Crispin Sandstones will also
be penetrated with the Milne mapped to hold in excess of 260mmbboe
prospective resources gross;
yySuccess at either Phoenix South-3 (currently drilling ahead into primary Caley
target) or the Dorado locations represents a material discovery for CVN,
noting large volumes(~20mmbboes inc. 8.6mmbbls net 2C) have already
been discovered at the Roc and Phoenix locations:
yyMoveable volumes at Dorado and/or Phoenix South-3 more than doubles net
2C volumes, making for a standalone commercial development in our view;
yyOn that basis volumes should therefore be priced more towards the peer
group EV:2P average of US$10-20/boe: Directionally, ~45mmbboe net CVN
at US$10/boe = $600m EV (vs CVN’s current $150m EV);
yySpeculative Buy maintained.

Investment Thesis
Preliminary results from Dorado are highly encouraging: Discovery of moveable
hydrocarbons, in line with pre-drill estimates, will substantiate standalone
development of the Phoenix Hub. We expect the stock to trade up through the
drilling campaign, particularly with a high probability of success at the Phoenix
South-3 well. In parallel, recovering oil prices are stimulating permitting and
M&A activity in the E&P industry. The WPL transaction with Finder Exploration
is a good example and we believe similar moves are afoot particularly
focused on the Dampier Sub-Basin and emerging Triassic play that CVN and
Quadrant have identified at the Phoenix Hub. We retain our Speculative
Buy recommendation believing that CVN has identified a new commercial
discovery in the NWS and can also take the Buffalo oil project through to
commercialisation. In either instance, CVN will realise a much higher share price.
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(“Euroz”) only. Euroz is the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence
(AFSL 243302) issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission
(“ASIC”) and is a participant of the Australian Securities Exchange Group
(“ASX Group”).
The information contained herein is confidential and may be legally privileged.
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Disclaimer & Disclosure
Euroz and its associates declare that they deal in securities as part of their
securities business and consequently may have a relevant interest in the
securities recommended herein (if any). This may include providing equity
capital market services to their issuing company, hold a position in the securities,
acting as principal or agent, or make a market therein and as such may effect
transactions not consistent with the recommendation (if any) in this report.
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You should not act on any recommendation issued by Euroz without
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be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell a security, or to engage in or refrain
from engaging in any transaction.
Euroz believes that the information and advice contained herein is correct at
the time of compilation, however we make no representation or warranty that
it is accurate, complete, reliable or up to date, nor do we accept any obligation
to correct or update the opinions in it. The opinions expressed are subject to
change without notice. No member of Euroz accepts any liability whatsoever
for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this
material.
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